7.2.4

Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan code

7.2.4.1

Application

(1)

This code applies to assessing development within the Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan area as
identified on the Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan maps contained in Schedule 2.

(2)

When using this code, reference should be made to Part 5.

7.2.4.2

Context and setting

Editor’s note - This section is extrinsic material under section 15 of the Statutory Instruments Act 1992 and is intended to assist
in the interpretation of the Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan code.

The Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan encompasses the traditional Port Douglas town centre and
surrounding tourist and residential areas, including Four Mile Beach and Craiglie.
Port Douglas was officially named in 1877. It was initially settled as the port of entry and supply for the
Hodgkinson goldfield on the Hann Tableland which was proclaimed in 1876. It was the dominant port
in Far North Queensland until a decision was made to establish Cairns as the terminus for a new
railway in 1884. This ended the town’s dominance, and it gradually became a small centre for local
residents and fishing activities. During the 1970s and 1980s, a renewed interest in Far North
Queensland as a holiday destination led to a boom in large scale tourism and residential development
with Port Douglas re-emerging as a premium destination.
The Captain Cook Highway runs north-south to the west of Port Douglas through Craiglie (Four Mile).
Craiglie caters for the permanent resident population associated with Port Douglas, as well as
providing for service industries to support business in the town. The majority of urban development is
confined to the eastern side of the highway. The main entrance to Port Douglas at the intersection of
Port Douglas Road is accentuated by mature oil palms lining both sides of the street for almost the
entire length of the corridor into the heart of Port Douglas.
Flagstaff Hill is a prominent headland on the northern side of the Port Douglas town centre providing a
green tropical backdrop to the town. Island Point Road runs to the top of Flagstaff Hill and provides
access to the iconic lookout overlooking the sweep of Four Mile Beach.
Macrossan Street is the main shopping area in Port Douglas running in a general east-west direction
at the base of Flagstaff Hill connecting Four Mile Beach to Dickson Inlet. Tourist and commercial
development is concentrated towards the western side of Macrossan Street, with marine orientated
activity focussed around the inlet. The western side of the inlet provides unspoiled views across
mangroves to the distinctive formations and features of the coastal range.
The street pattern in the town centre is based on the original grid pattern survey of 1878. While the
town has lost many of its original buildings to cyclones and redevelopment, a number of important built
features remain including the Central Hotel, the Court House Hotel, a number of relocated buildings
such as St Mary’s Church, the former Clink Theatre and the Court House Museum and scattered
memorials such as the Carstens memorial in Macrossan Street and the Port Douglas War memorial in
Wharf Street. The Sugar Wharf on Dickson Inlet was the original terminus of the tramline to Mossman.
The tramline now terminates adjacent to the Port Douglas marina and operates as the Balley Hooley
passenger service on four kilometres of track between the Port Douglas Marina and St Crispins
Station.
A particular characteristic of the local plan area is its high quality, lush landscaping complementing the
tropical resort town atmosphere. This theme will be carried throughout the local plan area with
gateways, nodes and corridor planting emphasising the role of the town as a tropical tourist
destination.
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7.2.4.3

Purpose

(1)

The purpose of the Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan code is to facilitate development outcomes
consistent with community values, the local tropical built-form and protection of the natural
environment within the Port Douglas/Craiglie local plan area, while providing a platform for
investment and prosperity.
(a)
In addition, the purpose of the code is supported by the Port Douglas Waterfront Master
Plan which provides a clear strategic direction for the incremental transformation of the
Port Douglas Waterfront, including the following objectives:
(b)
To set out a vision for revitalisation of the waterfront;
(c)
To protect and enhance the environmental attributes; and

(2)

To provide a flexible framework, expressed through several key strategies that will assist the
Council and community in managing change.

(3)

The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:
(a)
Port Douglas will continue to develop as the premium destination for international and
domestic tourists in the Far North Queensland Region, while also acting for permanent
residents attracted to the associated lifestyle.
(b)
Major tourist, retail, dining and entertainment facilities will consolidate in the Town Centre
and the Waterfront North sub-precincts, with improved pedestrian connections between
the town centre and the waterfront.
(c)
Craiglie will develop as an integrated residential community with some low scale tourism
development opportunities in appropriate locations. Craiglie will also function as small
scale commercial and light industry node, providing employment opportunities for the
Shire’s permanent resident population.
(d)
All forms of development will complement the tropical image of the town through
distinctive tropical vernacular, urban design and landscaping.
(e)
Character will be enhanced through the identification of gateway sites, landmarks, main
approach routes and pedestrian thoroughfares and view corridors;
(f)
The Flagstaff Hill, Dickson Inlet, Four Mile Beach and other areas of scenic and
environmental significance will be protected from development. Vegetation cover will
dominate over built form.
(g)
Vegetation, iconic to the character of Port Douglas, including the avenues of Oil Palms, is
retained and where appropriate supplemented.
(h)
Development will be indistinguishable from view from Four Mile Beach. In addition, any
development on Flagstaff Hill will be indistinguishable when viewed from vantage points
in Port Douglas.
(i)
Residential areas are designed as pleasant, functional and distinctive, in visually welldefined areas.

(4)

The purpose of the code will be further achieved through the following overall outcomes:
(a)
Precinct 1 – Port Douglas precinct
(i)
Sub-precinct 1a – Town Centre sub-precinct
(ii)
Sub-precinct 1b – Waterfront North sub-precinct
(iii) Sub-precinct 1c – Waterfront South sub-precinct
(iv) Sub-precinct 1d – Limited Development sub-precinct
(v)
Sub-precinct 1e – Community and recreation sub-precinct
(vi) Sub-precinct 1f – Flagstaff Hill sub-precinct
(b)
Precinct 2 – Integrated Resort precinct
(c)
Precinct 3 – Craiglie Commercial and Light Industry precinct
(d)
Precinct 4 – Old Port Road / Mitre Street precinct
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(e)

Precinct 5 – Very Low Density Residential/ Low Scale Recreation/Low Scale
Educational/Low Scale Entertainment Uses precinct

Precinct 1 – Port Douglas precinct
(5)

In addition to the overall outcomes, the outcomes sought for the precinct are to ensure that:
(a)
development will contribute to the incremental transformation of the township, preserving
and enhancing maritime activities and environmental areas, delivering tropical open
spaces and a high quality public realm, and allowing for tourism opportunities and
investment.
(b)
development contributes to the enhancement of the Port Douglas precinct through the
following development outcomes:
(i)
access and connectivity throughout the township is enhanced through a series of
improvements to circulation and mobility, including:.
(A) access to, and connectivity along, the waterfront and foreshore areas is
maintained and, where appropriate, enhanced;
(B) reducing reliance on the waterfront as a car parking resource.
(ii)
the use of land in the Port Douglas precinct improves the cohesive layout of the
township through:
(A) the establishment of distinct sub-precincts that reinforce the character and
built form of the Port Douglas local plan area including:
•
Port Douglas centre sub-precinct 1a – Town Centre sub-precinct;
•
Port Douglas centre sub-precinct 1b – Waterfront North sub-precinct;
•
Port Douglas centre sub-precinct 1c – Waterfront South sub-precinct;
•
Port Douglas centre sub-precinct 1d – Limited development subprecinct;
•
Port Douglas centre sub-precinct 1e – Community and recreation
precinct;
•
Port Douglas centre sub-precinct 1f – Flagstaff Hill sub-precinct;
(B) facilitating marina facilities and supporting marine industry uses as a key
part of the local economy;
(C) reducing conflict between industry, community and commercial activities in
the waterfront, without diminishing the marine industry capacity in the Port
Douglas precinct;
(i)
environment and sustainability is integrated into the township through:
(A) preservation and enhancement of the qualities and characteristics of
environmental areas of the township;
(B) water sensitive urban design is considered as a means of water quality
improvement and management of overland flow to ensure hard infrastructure
solutions in Warner Street can be mitigated;
(C) design of buildings and access way improvements prioritises walking and
cycling modes of transport.
(ii)
the tropical character of the Port Douglas precinct is enhanced by ensuring
development:
(A) maintains and enhances the built form, local character, streetscapes and
natural elements of the township;
(B) is compatible with the desired character and amenity of local places and
neighbourhoods;
(C) does not exceed the height of buildings designations which contribute to the
desired form of the township which contains three storey development
heights in sub-precinct 1a – Town Centre sub-precinct and part of subprecinct 1b – Waterfront North sub-precinct;
(D) implements high quality landscaped environments around buildings and on
streets;
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(E)
(iii)

(iv)

protects the recognisable character and locally significance sites throughout
the precinct.
public spaces and the streetscape are enhanced through:
(A) an increase in the quantity and quality of public land and places throughout
the precinct;
(B) consolidating community recreation and sporting uses to create a precinct of
community focussed activity between Mudlo Street and Wharf Street;
(C) improved connections between the town centre and the waterfront marina,
including an investigation of a plaza on the waterfront;
(D) improved streetscapes with high quality landscaping, surface treatments and
shaded pedestrian environments;
(E) the creation of a sense of place through aesthetic streetscapes and builtform character;
(F)
managing vegetation to ensure succession of planting and the ongoing
presence of significant trees.
advertising signage is small scale, low-key and complements the tropical character
of the town.

Sub-precinct 1a – Town Centre sub-precinct
(6)

In addition to other overall development outcomes, development in the Town Centre subprecinct facilitates the following development outcomes:
(a)
tourist, retail, dining and entertainment activities are facilitated at an appropriate
pedestrian scale;
(b)
drive-through developments, bulky goods showrooms, outdoor sales, saleyards and other
big-box retailing or entertainment facilities are not established;
(c)
development contributes to a high quality public realm;
(d)
parking (and associated infrastructure) does not undermine the relationship between
buildings and street or pedestrian circulation patterns;
(e)
consolidation of community and cultural land use activities along Mowbray Street
between Wharf Street and Mudlo Street;
(f)
active street frontages are established along Macrossan and Wharf Streets and other
nearby streets as shown on the Port Douglas Centre Active Frontages and Pedestrian
and Cycle Network Plan;
(g)
Live entertainment activities are concentrated within the Live Entertainment Precinct and
are subject to the recommendations of a suitably qualified acoustic engineer.

Sub- precinct 1b - Waterfront North sub-precinct
(7)

In addition to other overall development outcomes, development in the Waterfront North subprecinct facilitates the following development outcomes:
(a)
the precinct evolves as a revitalised open space and waterside development precinct;
(b)
development within the precinct is designed to be sympathetic to the environmentally
sensitive Dickson Inlet and mitigates any adverse impacts;
(c)
the establishment of mixed-use development is facilitated to promote activity and vitality;
(d)
public pedestrian access is maximised along the extent of the edge of the waterfront,
consisting of a boardwalk or similar structure available for 24-hour use;
(e)
development contributes to a high quality public realm;
(f)
built form provides an attractive point of arrival from both land and sea;
(g)
pedestrian connectivity is safe, efficient and provides for the needs of all users of the Port
Douglas waterfront;
(h)
parking (and associated infrastructure) does not undermine the relationship between
buildings and street or pedestrian circulation patterns;
(i)
the importance of existing marine-based industries to the area is recognised, not
diminished and protected from incompatible uses. Relocation of marine based industries
to an alternative precinct does not occur until such time that agreement has been
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(j)
(k)
(l)

reached among all relevant stakeholders such that development does not diminish the
viability of marine based industrial uses that directly serve the Port Douglas tourist and
fishing operators and private boat owners;
marine infrastructure is established to service the tourism, fishing and private boating
community;
Live entertainment activities are concentrated within the Live Entertainment Precinct and
are subject to the recommendations of a suitably qualified acoustic engineer;
the functionality of the Balley Hooley tourist rail is retained.

Sub-precinct 1c – Waterfront South sub-precinct
(8)

In addition to all other overall development outcomes, development in the Waterfront South subprecinct facilitates the following development outcomes:
(a)
any use of land in the precinct does not affect the environmental, habitat, conservation or
scenic values of Dickson Inlet and surrounding land;
(b)
marine-based industries are established on appropriate land having regard to site
suitability, accessibility, surrounding land uses, and location of utilities and services;
(c)
marine-based industry achieves appropriate environmental standards;
(d)
industrial buildings have a high standard of layout and building design;
(e)
landscaping provides an attractive streetscape and screens utility, storage and car
parking from the street and other public areas;
(f)
the precinct is protected from encroachment of incompatible land use activities.

Sub- precinct 1d – Limited Development sub-precinct
(9)

In addition to all other overall development outcomes, development in the Limited Development
sub-precinct facilitates the following development outcomes:
(a)
any use of land in the precinct does not affect the environmental, habitat, conservation or
scenic values of Dickson Inlet and surrounding land;
(b)
the open nature and character of the precinct is retained maintaining view lines across
the inlet;
(c)
community and recreation land use activities are established that promote public access
to the foreshore.

Sub-precinct 1e – Community and recreation sub-precinct
(10)

In addition to all other overall development outcomes, development in the Community and
recreation sub-precinct facilitates the following development outcomes:
(a)
development for community uses, including sport and recreation is facilitated.
(b)
sport and recreation activities predominantly involve outdoor activities;
(c)
areas of natural vegetation are protected from further development;
(d)
shade trees are increased, in appropriate locations, surrounding the sports fields.

Sub-precinct 1f – Flagstaff Hill sub-precinct
(11)

In addition to all other overall development outcomes, development in the Flagstaff Hill subprecinct facilitates the following development outcomes:
(a)
development is not established where it results in detriment to the vegetated and scenic
qualities of Flagstaff Hill;
(b)
development minimises excavation and filling;
(c)
buildings and other works are unobtrusive when viewed from vantage points in Port
Douglas and are designed and constructed of colours and materials which complement
the hill’s vegetated state;
(d)
views from public viewing points within the precinct are protected.
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Precinct 2 – Integrated Resort precinct
(12)

In addition to the overall outcomes, development in the Integrated Resort precinct facilitates
development in accordance with the Integrated Development Resort Act, 1987.

Editor’s note – The development of land within this precinct is subject to the Integrated Development Resort Act 1987 (IDRA).
Where a conflict exists between this planning scheme and the IDRA, the IDRA prevails.

Precinct 3 – Craiglie Commercial and Light Industry precinct
(13)

In addition to the overall outcomes, development in the Craiglie Commercial and Light Industry
precinct facilitates the following overall outcomes:
(a)
development supports the tourism and marine industries in Port Douglas, along with the
small-scale commercial and light industry land uses that support the local economy that
would otherwise be better suited to a location outside the Port Douglas Centre Precinct
unless they pose a safety issue;
(b)
development adjacent to the Captain Cook Highway presents an attractive appearance to
the highway. The rain-trees, melaleucas and eucalypt trees along the Captain Cook
Highway are retained where possible, taking into account the Department of Transport
and main Road’s requirements;
(c)
retailing activities are generally restricted to those which are ancillary and necessarily
associated with the primary service and light industry nature of the area;
(d)
adjacent residential areas are protected from industry nuisances;
(e)
lots fronting Downing Street, between Dickson Street and Beor Street, are provided with
an appropriate standard of road access and infrastructure, prior to development
occurring.

Precinct 4 – Old Port Road / Mitre Street precinct
(14)

In addition to the overall outcomes, development in the Old Port Road / Mitre Street precinct
facilitates the following overall outcomes:
(a)
the precinct is intended to be used for outdoor recreational land use activity, primarily as
a golf course;
(b)
areas of significant vegetation are protected from development and retained;
(c)
other forms of development will only be considered if substantial areas of open space are
retained adjacent to existing residential areas to maintain the existing residential amenity
of open views across open space.

Precinct 5 – Very Low Density Residential/Low Scale Recreation/Low Scale Educational/Low
Scale Entertainment Uses precinct
(15)

In addition to the overall outcomes, development in the Very Low Residential Density/Low Scale
Recreation/Low Scale Educational/Low Scale Entertainment Uses precinct facilitates the
following overall outcomes:
(a)
residential accommodation does not exceed a maximum of 8.5 metres in building height;
(b)
minimum lot sizes exceed 2 hectares;
(c)
very low scale and intensity recreation/ very low scale and intensity educational/ and very
low scale entertainment uses may be appropriate in areas of the precinct subject to
erosion and other flooding constraints.

Note - Undeveloped lots in this precinct are located on very low-lying land. Council may consider a consolidation of existing land
titles via lot reconfiguration to lot sizes less than 2 hectares, where the reconfigured lots are consolidated onto the highest
terrain, to avoid a pattern of development consisting of dwelling houses located on isolated islands of raised building pads.
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7.2.4.4

Criteria for assessment

Table 7.2.4.4.a –Port Douglas / Craiglie local plan – assessable development

Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

For self assessable and assessable development
Development in the Port Douglas / Craiglie local plan area generally
PO1
Pedestrians, cyclists, motorists and public
transport users can easily move into and through
the precinct along planned connectivity routes,
identified on the Port Douglas / Craiglie local plan
maps contained in Schedule 2.

AO1
A pedestrian and cycle movement network is
integrated and delivered through development.

PO2
Development retains and enhances key
landscape elements including character trees and
areas of significant vegetation contributing to the
character and quality of the local plan area and
significant views and vistas and other landmarks
important to the context of Port Douglas / Craiglie
(as identified on the Port Douglas/ Craiglie
Townscape Plan map contained in Schedule 2).

AO2.1
Development provides for the retention and
enhancement of existing mature trees and
character vegetation that contribute to the lush
tropical character of the town, including:
(a) the tree covered backdrop of Flagstaff Hill;
(b) natural vegetation along watercourses, in
particular the Mowbray River, Beor Creek and
Dickson Inlet;
(c) the tidal vegetation along the foreshore;
(d) beachfront vegetation along Four Mile Beach,
including the fringe of Coconut Palms;
(e) the oil palm avenues along the major roads;
(f) the lush landscaping within major
roundabouts at key nodes;
(g) Macrossan Street and Warner Street;
(h) Port Douglas waterfront.
AO2.2
Development protects and does not intrude into
important views and vistas as identified on the
Port Douglas Townscape Plan map contained in
Schedule 2, in particular:
(a) Flagstaff Hill;
(b) Four Mile Beach;
(c) Across to the ranges over Dickson Inlet;
(d) Mowbray Valley.
AO2.3
Important landmarks, memorials and monuments
are retained.

PO3
Development contributes to the protection,
reinforcement and where necessary
enhancement of gateways and key intersections
identified on the Port Douglas / Craiglie local plan
maps contained in Schedule 2.

AO3
Development adjacent to the gateways and
nodes as identified on the Port Douglas / Craiglie
local plan maps contained in Schedule 2
incorporates architectural features and
landscaping treatments and design elements that
enhance the sense of arrival and way finding
within the town.

PO4
Landscaping of development sites complements
the existing tropical character of Port Douglas
and Craiglie.

AO4
Landscaping incorporates the requirements of
Planning scheme policy SC6.7 – Landscaping, in
particular landscaping should be capable of
achieving a 60% screening of development within
5 years and predominantly consists of endemic
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes
vegetation.

PO5
Development does not compromise the safety
and efficiency of the State-controlled road
network.

AO5
Direct access is not provided to a State-controlled
road where legal and practical access from
another road is available.

For assessable development
Additional requirements in Precinct 1 – Port Douglas precinct
PO6
The views and vistas identified on the Port
Douglas / Craiglie local plan maps contained in
Schedule 2 are maintained.

AO6.1
Development does not impede continued views to
scenic vistas and key streetscapes within the
local plan area.
AO6.2
Unless otherwise specified within this Local Plan,
buildings are set back not less than 6 metres from
the primary street frontage.

PO7
Vehicle access, parking and service areas:
(a) do not undermine the relationship between
buildings and street or dominate the
streetscape;
(b) are designed to minimise pedestrian vehicle
conflict;
(c) are clearly identified and maintain ease of
access at all times.

AO7.1
For all buildings, parking is:
(a) to the side of buildings and recessed behind
the main building line; or
(b) behind buildings; or
(c) wrapped by the building façade, and not
visible from the street.
AO7.2
Ground level parking incorporates clearly defined
pedestrian routes.
AO7.3
Any porte-cocheres, disabled and pedestrian
accesses are accommodated within the boundary
of new or refurbished development.
AO7.4
Where the development is an integrated mixeduse development incorporating short term
accommodation or multiple dwellings and either
food and drink outlet or hotel or shop or shopping
centre or office, on-site parking spaces are
provided as per the number prescribed in the
Parking and access code with a relaxation of 30%
of spaces required for the non-residential uses.
AO7.5
On-site car parking available for public use is
clearly signed at the site frontage.
AO7.6
Boom gates, pay machines or other regulatory
devices to control access to a publicly available
car parking area are not constructed or installed.

PO8
Precinct 1 – Port Douglas precinct is not
characterised by a proliferation of advertising
signs.

AO8
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

Additional requirements for Sub-precinct 1a – Town Centre sub-precinct
PO9
Building heights:
(a) do not overwhelm or dominate the town
centre;
(b) respect the desired streetscape;
(c) ensure a high quality appearance when
viewed from both within the town centre subprecinct and external to the town centre subprecinct;
(d) remain subservient to the natural
environment and the backdrop of Flagstaff
Hill.
(e) do not exceed 3 storeys.

AO9
Buildings and structures are not more than 3
storeys and 13.5 metres in height, with a roof
height of not less than 3 metres.

PO10
Building design, the streetscape, pedestrian
paths and street front spaces promote integration
with the surrounding area and the rest of Precinct
1 – Port Douglas Precinct.

AO10
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO11
Buildings:
(a) address street frontages;
(b) ensure main entrances front the street or
public spaces;
(c) do not focus principally on internal spaces or
parking areas.

AO11
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO12
Setbacks at ground level provide for:
(a) connection between pedestrian paths and
public places;
(b) areas for convenient movement of
pedestrians;
(c) changes in gradient of the street.

AO12
Setbacks at ground level:
(a) are clear of columns and other obstructions;
(b) have pavement matching the gradient of
adjoining footpaths and connecting
pedestrian areas on adjoining sites;
(c) connect without any lip or step to adjoining
footpaths.

AO13
Buildings do not result in a reduction of views and
vistas from public places to:
(a) Flagstaff Hill;
(b) Dickson Inlet;
(c) public open space;
(d) places of significance.

AO13
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO14
Development enhances the distinctive tropical
resort town and identity of Port Douglas and
encourages pedestrian activity at street level
including shade protection across the footpath for
the length of the building.

AO14
Development is built up to the street frontage/s at
the street level and incorporates a light frame
awning, a minimum of 3 metres in width for the
length of the street frontage/s;
or
If a development includes an outdoor dining area
at ground/footpath level, the dining area has a
maximum setback of 3 metres and the required
awning is still maintained along the length of the
street frontage/s.

Note – Height is inclusive of the roof height.

Note – PO24 provides more detail on awning design.
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

PO15
Development is predominantly commercial in
nature with any tourist accommodation having a
secondary focus and not located on the streetlevel frontage where active frontages are
encouraged as identified the Port Douglas local
plan maps contained in Schedule 2.

AO15.1
Centre activities establish:
at street level on active street frontages;
a maximum of one level above street level.
AO15.2
Any residential development activities or short
term accommodation is located above street level
of the active frontage, but not on or up to the
street frontage in any development, including
mixed use development.

PO16
Detailed building design:
(a) enhances the visual amenity of the
streetscape;
(b) has a legible and attractive built form that is
visually enhanced by architectural elements;
(c) contributes to a distinctive tropical north
Queensland, seaside tourist town character;
(d) integrates major landscaping elements to
maximise their aesthetic value to ensure that
the lush, vegetated character of the Town
Centre sub-precinct is maintained.

AO16
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO17
Buildings exhibit variations to their external
appearance and the shape of the built form to
provide visual interest through:
(a) surface decoration;
(b) wall recesses and projections;
(c) a variation in wall finishes; windows,
balconies, awnings and other visible
structural elements.
(d) differentiating between the lower, middle and
upper parts of the building by varying the
façade and/or the shape of the built form,
where comprised of more than two storeys.

AO17
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO18
Roofs are not characterised by a cluttered display
of plant and equipment, in particular:
(a) building caps and rooftops contribute to the
architectural distinction of the building and
create a coherent roofscape for the Town
Centre sub-precinct;
(b) service structures, lift motor rooms and
mechanical plant and equipment are
designed as an architectural feature of the
building or are screened from public view;
(c) rooftops are not used for advertising.

AO18
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

P019
Windows and sun/rain control devices are used in
the building form, in particular, sun shading
devices are provided to:
(a) shade windows;
(b) reduce glare;
(c) assist in maintaining comfortable indoor
temperatures;

AO19
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

(d) minimising heat loads;
(e) enrich the North Queensland tropical
character of the Town Centre sub-precinct;
(f) provide architectural interest to building
façades.
PO20
Buildings are finished with high quality materials,
selected for:
(a) their ability to contribute the character of
Town Centre sub-precinct;
(b) easy maintenance, durability and an ability
not to readily stain, discolour or deteriorate.

AO20
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO21
Buildings do not incorporate any type of glass or
other materials that are likely to reflect the sun’s
rays in a manner that may create a nuisance,
discomfort or a hazard.

AO21
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO22
Façades and elevations do not include large
blank walls. Openings and setbacks are used to
articulate vertical building surfaces.

AO22.1
Development has a maximum length of unbroken
building facade of 20 metres and a maximum
extent of overall development in the same
style/design along the street frontage/s of 40
metres.
AO22.2
Any break in the building façade varies the
alignment by a 1 metre minimum deviation.
AO22.3
A minimum of three of the following building
design features and architectural elements
detailed below are incorporated to break the
extended facade of a development:
(a) a change in roof profile;
(b) a change in parapet coping;
(c) a change in awning design;
(d) a horizontal or vertical change in the wall
plane; or
(e) a change in the exterior finishes and exterior
colours of the development.

PO23
Building facades that face public spaces at
ground level:
(a) complement the appearance of the
development and surrounding streetscape;
(b) enhance the visual amenity of the public
place;
(c) include a variety of human scale architectural
elements and details;
(d) provide an opportunity for the casual and
convenient surveillance of public space from
within the development.

AO23
Building facades at the ground floor of
development that face public space are designed
to ensure:
(a) a minimum of 70% of the façade area is
comprised of windows, wall openings or shop
fronts that permit the casual surveillance of
the public space from the development;
(b) a visually prominent main entrance that faces
the principal public place;
(c) vertical architectural elements and features
are incorporated at 3 metre or less intervals
along the length of the façade.

PO24
Awnings for pedestrian shelter are consistent with
the character setting of the Town Centre sub-

AO24
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

precinct and:
(a) extend and cover the footpath to provide
protection from the sun and rain;
(b) include lighting under the awning;
(c) are continuous across the frontage of the site;
(d) align to provide continuity with existing or
future awnings on adjoining sites;
(e) are a minimum of 3.0 metres in width and
generally not more than 3.5 metres above
pavement height;
(f) do not extend past a vertical plane,1.2 metres
inside the kerb-line to enable street trees to
be planted and grow;
(g) are cantilevered from the main building with
any posts within the footpath being non loadbearing.
PO25
Development integrates with the streetscape and
landscaping improvements for Port Douglas.

AO25
Development fronting Davidson Street,
Macrossan Street, Wharf Street, Mowbray Street
and Warner Street is designed to integrate with
the on-street landscaping and design
improvements as outlined within the Port Douglas
landscape master plan contained within Planning
scheme policy SC6.7 – Landscaping.
Note - Planning scheme policy SC6.7 - Landscaping provides
guidance on meeting the Performance Outcome.

Additional requirements for Sub-precinct 1b – Waterfront North sub-precinct
PO26
The establishment of uses is consistent with the
outcomes sought for sub-precinct 1b – Waterfront
North.

AO26
Uses identified as inconsistent uses in Table
7.2.4.4.b — Inconsistent uses in sub-precinct 1b Waterfront North sub-precinct are not established
in sub-precinct 1b - Waterfront North.

PO27
The bulk and scale of buildings is consistent with
surrounding development and steps down to
complement the open space areas in the
adjoining limited development sub-precinct.

AO27
Buildings and structures are not more than:
(a) 3 storeys and 13.5 metres in height , with a
roof height of not less than 3 metres, in those
parts of the precinct south of Inlet Street;
(b) 2 storeys and 8.5 metres in height, with a roof
height of not less than 3 metres, in those
parts of the precinct north of Inlet Street.
Note – Height is inclusive of roof height.

PO28
Building design, streetscape, pedestrian paths
and street front spaces promote integration with
the surrounding area and the rest of Precinct 1 –
Port Douglas Precinct.

AO28
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO29
Public pedestrian access along the water’s edge
is maximised.

AO29.1
Public pedestrian access is provided along the
frontage of the water’s edge consisting of a
boardwalk of a minimum width of 4 metres that is
available of 24-hour use.
AO29.2
A public plaza is incorporated into the design
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes
generally reflecting the requirements of the Port
Douglas Waterfront Master Plan, focussing in the
vicinity of the ‘Duck Pond’.
AO29.3
Built envelopes are setback a minimum of 3.0
metres from the board walk, with a shelter/shade
zone between the building envelopes and the
boardwalk consisting of shade structure,
canopies, verandahs and the like.

PO30
Buildings:
(a) address street frontages;
(b) ensure main entrances front the street or
public spaces.

AO30
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO31
Setbacks at ground level provide for:
(a) connection between pedestrian paths and
public places;
(b) areas for convenient movement of
pedestrians;
(c) changes in gradient.

AO31
Setbacks at ground level:
(a) are clear of columns and other obstructions;
(b) have pavement matching the gradient of
adjoining footpaths and connecting
pedestrian areas on adjoining sites;
(c) connect without any lip or step to adjoining
footpaths.

PO32
Buildings do not result in a reduction of views and
vistas from public places to:
(a) Dickson Inlet;
(b) public open space;
(c) places of significance.

AO32
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO33
Development enhances the distinctive tropical
resort town and identity of Port Douglas and
encourages pedestrian activity at ground level
including shade protection across the footpath
and open space areas.

AO33
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO34
Development is predominantly commercial in
nature with any tourist accommodation having a
secondary focus and not located on the streetlevel frontage where active frontages are
encouraged as identified the Port Douglas local
plan maps contained in Schedule 2.

AO34.1
Centre activities establish:
(a) at street level on active street frontages;
(b) a maximum of one level above street level.

PO35
Detailed building design:
(a) enhances the visual amenity of the
streetscape;
(b) has a legible and attractive built form that is
visually enhanced by architectural elements;
(c) contributes to a distinctive tropical north
Queensland, seaside tourist town character;
(d) integrates major landscaping elements to

AO35
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

AO34.2
Residential development activities or short term
accommodation is located above street /ground
floor level of the active frontage, but not on or up
to the street / public frontage in any development,
including mixed use development.
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

maximise their aesthetic value to ensure that
the lush, vegetated character of the
Waterfront North sub-precinct is maintained.
PO36
Buildings exhibit variations to their external
appearance and the shape of the built form to
provide visual interest through:
(a) surface decoration;
(b) wall recesses and projections;
(c) a variation in wall finishes; windows,
balconies, awnings and other visible
structural elements.
(d) differentiating between the lower, middle and
upper parts of the building by varying the
façade and/or the shape of the built form,
where comprised of more than two storeys.

AO36
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO37
Roofs are not characterised by a cluttered display
of plant and equipment, in particular:
(a) building caps and rooftops contribute to the
architectural distinction of the building and
create a coherent roofscape for the
Waterfront North sub-precinct;
(b) service structures, lift motor rooms and
mechanical plant and equipment are
designed as an architectural feature of the
building or are screened from public view;
(c) rooftops are not used for advertising.

AO37
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO38
Windows and sun/rain control devices are used in
the building form, in particular, sun shading
devices are provided to:
(a) shade windows;
(b) reduce glare;
(c) assist in maintaining comfortable indoor
temperatures;
(d) minimising heat loads;
(e) enriching the North Queensland tropical
character of the Waterfront North subprecinct;
(f) architectural interest to building façades.

AO38
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO39
Buildings are finished with high quality materials,
selected for:
(a) their ability to contribute the character of
Waterfront North sub-precinct;
(b) easy maintenance, durability and an ability
not to readily stain, discolour or deteriorate.

AO39
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO40
Buildings do not incorporate any type of glass or
other materials that are likely to reflect the sun’s
rays in a manner that may create a nuisance,
discomfort or a hazard.

AO40
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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Performance outcomes

Acceptable outcomes

PO41
Façades and elevations do not include large
blank walls and openings and setbacks are used
to articulate vertical building surfaces.

AO41.1
Development has a maximum length of unbroken
building facade of 20 metres and a maximum
extent of overall development in the same
style/design along the street frontage/s of 40
metres.
AO41.2
Any break in the building façade varies the
alignment by a 1 metre minimum deviation.
AO41.3
A minimum of three of the following building
design features and architectural elements
detailed below are incorporated to break the
extended facade of a development:
(a) a change in roof profile;
(b) a change in parapet coping;
(c) a change in awning design;
(d) a horizontal or vertical change in the wall
plane; or
(e) a change in the exterior finishes and exterior
colours of the development.

PO42
Building facades that face public spaces at
ground level:
(a) complement the appearance of the
development and surrounding streetscape;
(b) enhance the visual amenity of the public
place;
(c) include a variety of human scale architectural
elements and details;
(d) provide an opportunity for the casual and
convenient surveillance of public space from
within the development.

AO42
Building facades at the ground floor of
development that face public space are designed
to ensure:
(a) a minimum of 70% of the façade area is
comprised of windows, wall openings or shop
fronts that permit the casual surveillance of
the public space from the development;
(b) a visually prominent main entrance that faces
the principal public place;
(c) vertical architectural elements and features
are incorporated at 3 metre or less intervals
along the length of the façade.

PO43
Awnings for pedestrian shelter are consistent with
the character setting of the Waterfront North subprecinct and:
(a) extend and cover the footpath to provide
protection from the sun and rain;
(b) include lighting under the awning;
(c) are continuous across pedestrian circulation
areas;
(d) align to provide continuity with existing or
future awnings on adjoining sites;
(e) are a minimum of 3 metres in width and
generally not more than 3.5 metres above
pavement height;
(f) do not extend past a vertical plane,1.2 metres
inside the street kerb-line to enable street
trees to be planted and grow;
(g) are cantilevered from the main building with
any posts within the footpath being non loadbearing.

AO43
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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Acceptable outcomes

PO44
The Balley Hooley rail line and turn-table is
retained and incorporated into development and
maintains its functionality.

AO44.1
Bally Hooley rail line and turn-table is retained
and incorporated into development to maintain its
functionality.
AO44.2
Where development provides floor area for the
Bally Hooley rail station, the gross floor area of
the rail line and station does not generate a
requirement for additional vehicle parking.

PO45
Development recognises the importance of and
relationship between the marina, commercial and
residential development in the Waterfront North
sub-precinct, and includes measures to mitigate
the impact of:
(a) noise;
(b) odour;
(c) hazardous materials;
(d) waste and recyclable material storage.

AO45
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO46
Formalised public spaces and pedestrian
paths/areas on freehold land are made
accessible to the public.

AO46
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO47
Buildings, civic spaces, roads and pedestrian
links are enhanced by:
(a) appropriate landscape design and planting;
(b) themed planting that defines entry points, and
creates strong ‘entry corridors’ into the
waterfront;
(c) lighting and well-considered discrete signage
that complements building and landscape
design;
(d) public artwork and other similar features that
reflect the heritage and character of the Port
Douglas Waterfront.

AO47
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO48
Buildings are designed and sited to provide vistas
along shared pedestrian/open space and
movement areas in suitable locations.

AO48
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO49
Development does not diminish the viability of
marine-based industrial uses that directly serve
the Port Douglas tourist and fishing operators and
private boat owners, particularly with respect to
the slipway operation.

AO49
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO50
Marine infrastructure to service the tourism,
fishing and private boating community is
provided.

AO50
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO51
Changes to the Port Douglas Waterfront quayline do not cause adverse impacts to the

AO51
Development that results in changes to the Port
Douglas Waterfront quay-line is only established
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Acceptable outcomes

environmentally sensitive Dickson Inlet.

where an Ecological assessment report provides
support to the changes.
Note - Planning scheme policy SC6.8 – Natural environment
provides guidance on preparing an ecological assessment
report.

Additional requirements for Sub-precinct 1c – Waterfront South sub-precinct
PO52
The establishment of uses is consistent with the
outcomes sought for Precinct 1c – Waterfront
South.

AO52
Uses identified as inconsistent uses Table
7.2.4.4.c are not established in Precinct 1c –
Waterfront South.

PO53
Development does not adversely impact on the
natural environment, natural vegetation or
watercourses.

AO53.1
An Ecological assessment report is prepared
identifying the environmental qualities of the
surrounding natural and built features which are
to be managed.
Note - Planning scheme policy SC6.8 – Natural environment
provides guidance on preparing an ecological assessment
report.

AO53.2
An Environmental Management Plan is prepared
to manage potential impacts of the operation of
the development on surrounding natural areas.
Note - Planning scheme policy SC6.4 – Environmental
management plans contains information to demonstrate
compliance and guidance on preparing an Environmental
Management Plan.

PO54
Development of land at the end of Port Street
adjacent to Dickson Inlet incorporates a slipway,
or an alternative functioning facility, with capacity
to service the Port Douglas marine and tourism
industry.

AO54
A master plan for the development is provided
and implemented to demonstrate the integration
of the slipway, or an alternative functioning
facility, with other supporting service industry
activities that service the marine and tourism
industry of Port Douglas.

PO55
Buildings and structures are of a height, and are
set back from side boundaries and other sensitive
areas to ensure the scenic amenity and
environmental qualities of the adjacent area are
not adversely affected.

AO55.1
Development has a height of not more than 10
metres.

PO56
The site coverage of all buildings and structures
ensures development:
(a) is sited in an existing cleared area or in an
area approved for clearing;
(b) has sufficient area for the provision of
services;
(c) development does not have an adverse effect
on the environmental, habitat, conservation or
landscape values of the on-site and
surrounding sensitive areas.

AO56
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

AO55.2
Development is setback from all property
boundaries not less than 3 metres.
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Acceptable outcomes

PO57
Premises include adequate provision for service
vehicles, to cater for generated demand. Loading
areas for service vehicles are designed to:
(a) be accommodated on-site;
(b) maximise safety and efficiency of loading;
(c) protect the visual and acoustic amenity of
sensitive land use activities;
(d) minimise adverse impacts on natural
characteristics of adjacent areas.

AO57.1
Sufficient manoeuvring area is provided on-site to
allow a Medium Rigid Vehicle to enter and leave
the site in a forward gear.
AO57.2
Development is designed to ensure all service
vehicles are contained within the site when being
loaded/unloaded.
AO57.3
Driveways, parking and manoeuvring areas are
constructed and maintained to:
(a) minimise erosion from storm water runoff;
(b) retain all existing vegetation.

PO58
Development ensures adverse impacts from
service vehicles on the road network, external to
the site, are minimised.

AO58
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO59
Entry to the site is landscaped to enhance the
amenity of the area and provide a pleasant
working environment.

AO59
Areas used for loading and unloading, storage,
utilities and car parking are screened from public
view:
(a) by a combination of landscaping and screen
fencing;
(b) dense planting along any road frontage is a
minimum width of 3 metres.

PO60
Landscaping is informal in character and
complementary to the existing natural
environment, provides screening and enhances
the visual appearance of the development.

AO60
For any development landscaping is in
accordance with the Plant species schedule in
Planning scheme policy SC6.7– Landscaping.

Additional requirements for Sub-precinct 1d – Limited Development sub-precinct
PO61
The height of buildings and structures contributes
to the desired form and outcomes for the subprecinct and are limited to a single storey.

AO61
Buildings and structures are not more than one
storey and 4 metres in height.
Note - Height is inclusive of the roof height.

Additional requirements for Sub-precinct 1e – Community and recreation sub-precinct
PO62
The precinct is developed for organised sporting
activities and other community uses.

AO62
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

Additional requirements for Sub-precinct 1f – Flagstaff Hill sub-precinct
PO63
Flagstaff Hill is protected from inappropriate
development to protect the hill as an important
natural landmark feature of Port Douglas and as
a vegetated backdrop to the Town centre.

AO63
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO64
All development on Flagstaff Hill is designed to
minimise the visibility of the development and to
ensure development is subservient to the natural
landscape and topography of the site, including

AO64
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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Acceptable outcomes

through:
(a) building design which minimises excavation
and filling;
(b) buildings being designed to step down the
site and incorporate foundations and footings
on piers or poles;
(c) buildings being visually unobtrusive and
incorporating exterior finishes and muted
colours which are non-reflective and
complement the colours of the surrounding
vegetation and view-shed;
(d) protection of the views from public viewing
points in the Port Douglas precinct.
Additional requirements for Precinct 3 – Craiglie Commercial and Light Industry precinct
PO65
Development supports the tourism and marine
industries in Port Douglas, along with the smallscale commercial and light industry land uses that
support the local economy that would otherwise
be better suited to a location outside the Port
Douglas Town Centre Precinct.

AO65
Development consists of service and light
industries and associated small scale commercial
activities.

PO66
Development on lots adjacent to the Captain
Cook Highway is sited, designed and landscaped
to provide an attractive visual approach to Port
Douglas with all buildings, structures and car
parking areas setback a sufficient distance from
the frontage to enable landscaping to soften or
screen the appearance of the development.

AO66.1
Buildings and structures are setback 8 metres
from the Captain Cook Highway frontage, or no
closer to the Captain Cook Highway frontage than
buildings and structures on adjoining sites
(averaged), whichever is the greater.
AO66.2
The setback area to the Captain Cook Highway
frontage is landscaped with advanced dense
planting including tree species (100 litre bag
stock), which will, at maturity, exceed the height
of the building(s) on the site.
AO66.3
Advertising signs are discreet in appearance with
no large advertising signs, including tenancy
signs, located on or near the Captain Cook
Highway frontage, or within any landscaped
setback area.
AO66.4
Car parking areas, loading and other service
areas are designed to be screened from the
Captain Cook Highway and are located so as to
not be visually prominent from the Captain Cook
Highway.

Additional requirements for Precinct 6 – Very Low Residential Density / Low Scale Recreation /
Low Scale Educational / Low Scale Entertainment Uses precinct
PO67
No additional lots are created within the precinct.

AO67
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.

PO68
Reconfigured lots have a minimum lot size of 2
hectares, unless the lot reconfiguration transfers

AO68
No acceptable outcomes are prescribed.
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lots to the higher parts of the land, to avoid the
need to fill existing lots to accommodate dwelling
houses.
Table 7.2.4.4.b — Inconsistent uses in sub-precinct 1b - Waterfront North sub-precinct

Inconsistent uses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural supplies store
Air services
Animal husbandry
Animal keeping
Aquaculture
Brothel
Bulk landscape supplies
Car wash
Cemetery
Crematorium
Cropping
Detention facility
Dual occupancy
Dwelling house

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extractive industry
Funeral parlour
High impact industry
Intensive animal industry
Intensive horticulture
Major electricity
infrastructure
Major sport, recreation and
entertainment facility
Medium impact industry
Motor sport facility,
Outstation
Permanent plantation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relocatable home park
Roadside stall
Rural industry
Rural workers
accommodation
Service station
Showroom
Special industry
Tourist park
Transport depot
Veterinary services
Warehouse
Wholesale nursery
Winery

Table 7.2.4.4.c — Inconsistent uses in sub-precinct 1c - Waterfront South sub-precinct

Inconsistent uses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult store
Agricultural supplies store
Air services
Animal husbandry
Animal keeping
Brothel
Bulk landscape supplies
Car wash
Cemetery
Child care centre
Community care centre
Community residence
Community use
Crematorium
Cropping
Detention facility
Dual occupancy
Dwelling house
Dwelling unit
Extractive industry
Function facility
Funeral parlour
Garden centre

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware and trade
supplies
Health care services
Home based business
Hospital
Hotel
Indoor sport and recreation
Intensive animal industry
Intensive horticulture
Major electricity
infrastructure
Major sport, recreation and
entertainment facility
Market
Motor sport facility
Multiple dwelling
Nature-based tourism
Nightclub entertainment
facility
Outdoor sales
Outdoor sport and
recreation
Outstation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permanent plantation
Place of worship
Relocatable home park
Residential care facility
Resort complex
Retirement facility
Roadside stall
Rooming accommodation
Rural industry
Rural workers
accommodation
Sales office
Shopping centre
Short-term accommodation
Showroom
Special industry
Theatre
Tourist attraction
Tourist park
Transport depot
Veterinary services
Warehouse
Wholesale nursery
Winery

Note - Table 7.2.4.4.b or Table 7.2.4.4.c do not imply that all other uses not listed in the table are automatically consistent uses
within the zone. Assessable development must still demonstrate consistency through the assessment process.
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